Highly Confined and Switchable Mid-Infrared Surface Phonon Polariton Resonances of Planar Circular Cavities with a Phase Change Material.
Mid-infrared (MIR) photonics demands highly confined optical fields to obtain efficient interaction between long-wavelength light and nanomaterials. Surface polaritons excited on polar semiconductor and metallic material interfaces exhibit near-fields localized on subwavelength scales. However, realizing a stronger field concentration in a cavity with a high quality ( Q) factor and a small mode volume is still challenging in the MIR region. This study reports MIR field concentration of surface phonon polaritons (SPhPs) using planar circular cavities with a high Q factor of ∼150. The cavities are fabricated on a thin film of the phase change material Ge3Sb2Te6 (GST) deposited on a silicon carbide (SiC) substrate. Scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscopy visualizes the near-field distribution on the samples and confirms directly that the SPhP field is strongly concentrated at the center of the centrosymmetric cavities. The smallest concentrated field size is 220 nm in diameter which corresponds to 1/50 of the wavelength of the incident light that is far below the diffraction limit. The thin GST film enhances the SPhP confinement, and it is used to switch the confinement off by tuning the cavity resonance induced by the phase change from the amorphous to the crystalline phase. This subwavelength and switchable field concentration within a high- Q polariton cavity has the potential to greatly enhance the light-matter interaction for molecular sensing and emission enhancement in MIR systems.